
Pajamas,   that’s   enough   !   
  

Waking  up  in  the  morning,  preparing  children  for  school,  preparing  the             
breakfast,  and  hurry  up  to  not  late  at  school,  all  this  five  days  a  week  ...  it’s                   
complicated  for  many  parents  !  So  parents  don't  make  many  efforts  to  be               
presentable  in  front  of  school,  when  they  bring  or  take  their  children  to  and  from                 
school.  They  wear  pajamas  or  other  outfits  "not  compliant  outfits"  like  slippers,              
mini   skirts,   necklines...,   and   sometimes   not   washed   or   not   brushed   !   

  
For   the   director   of   Seymour   Primary   in   Crawley,   
named  Kate  Chisholm,  in  the  West  Sussex  ,  it's  enough  !  The  Telegraph  on                
January,  reports  that  this  director,  annoyed,  asked  parents  to  wear  correct             
clothes  and  wrote  a  letter  explaining  that  wearing  clothes  too  short  or  for  other                
times  of  the  day,  do  not  «  set  our  children  a  good  example  about  what  is                  
appropriate   and   acceptable   in   all   aspects   of   life».   

  
Some  parents,  like  Phil  Naylor,  supported  the  director  and  others  find  the  letter               
to  excessive.  In  majority,  the  letter  was  well  received  by  the  parents,  time  will  tell                 
if   they   will   take   it   into   account...   

  
Romane   Dutac   

  



  
Japan   confirms   no   foreigners   fans   can   

attend   Tokyo   Olympics   2020   
  
      



Moreover,   costs   for   the   Games   have   increased   by   2   357   950   000   €   
because   of   measures   needed   to   prevent   the   spread   of   Covid-19   but   
organisers   have   consistently   ruled   out   delay.     

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

“A   symbol”   
  

The   Olympics   Games,   which   were   initially   to   take   place   last   year,   will   
begin   on   July   23rd      and   will   end   on   August   8th.   The   Paralympics,   
which   are   also   affected   by   the   decision,   follow   the   Olympics   a   month   
later   and   will   take   place   from   August   24th   to   September   5th.   The   
Japanese   Prime   Minister   said   the   Games   could   serve   as   a   “symbol   of   
global   solidarity”.   

  

  

  
  
  
  

  
  
  



SOME   BITCOIN     TO   BUY   A   TESLA     
NOW,   IT’S   POSSIBLE!   
___   

by   Lucas   Brunet   the   24th   of   March   2021   

  
This   morning   ,   Elon   Musk,   the   man   who      co-founded   and   leads   Tesla,   SpaceX,   Neuralink   and   The   
Boring   Company .    tweeted   that   now   we   can   buy   a   Tesla    with   some   bitcoins.   

 Elon   Musk   on   Twitter:   "You   can   now   buy   a   Tesla   with   Bitcoin"   

But   what   is   a   Bitcoin   ?     

The   bitcoin   ,   symbol    ₿,     is   the   biggest   and    most   famous   cryptocurrency   created   in   2008.   At   its   start   the   
price   of   one   bitcoin   was   0.001$,   now   one   bitcoin   costs   56,649.70$.     

What   does   this   tweet   mean?     

In   this   tweet   Elon   says   that   we   can   buy   a   Tesla   with   bitcoin   but   how   many?   

For   the   -model   S   it   costs   1.89   BTC   instead   of   89,990   €   

-model   3   it   costs   0.95   BTC   instead   of    43,800   €   

-model   X   it   costs   2.11   BTC   instead   of    99,900€   

-model   Y   it   costs   1.33   BTC   instead   of   63,000   €   

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1374617643446063105


It’s   the   same   thing.   This   option   is   available   now   only   for   the   United   States   of   America   ,   and   it   is   coming   
soon   for   the    world,   around   summer   2021.   This   tweet   also   means    that   Tesla   motors   is   the   first   big   
company   to   accept   bitcoin   and   that   is   a   big   advancement   for   the   technology.   

This   announcement   was   predictable   because   Tesla   bought   for     1.3€   billion   in   February,   and   in   addition   
Elon   Musk   is   famous   on   Twitter   and   the   web   to   manipulate   the   course   of   some   cryptocurrency,   for   
example   at   the   beginning   of   this   year   Elon   Musk   has   changed   his   twitter's   biography    for   “#bitcoin”   and   
the   course   had   changed   to   more   than   40,000€   instead   37,000€     .   

And   now   we   can   say   “When   will   bitcoin   stop?”   

  

source:   

https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/24/you-can-now-buy-a-tesla-car-with-cryptocurrency-bitcoin-says-elon- 
musk-14296906/   

https://twitter.com/Elonmusk   

https://www.tesla.com/fr_fr/models   
  

Under-30s   may   
not   get   the   Oxford   
vaccine   over   
blood   clot   fears   .     

    
  

                   By   Justine,    04/04/2021     

The  roll-out  of  the  AstraZeneca  vaccine  in  the  UK  could  potentially  be  stopped  for  younger                 
adults  amid  fears  it  could  be  linked  to  a  rare  type  of  blood  clot.  Medicines  and  Healthcare                   
products  Regulatory  Agency  was  considering  proposals  to  restrict  the  use  of  that  specific               
vaccine  in  younger  people.  They  said  that  a  decision  could  be  made  as  early  as  April  6th.  For                    
the  moment,  the  UK,  which  approved  the  vaccine  at  the  end  of  December,  has  not  changed  its                   
vaccine  strategy  according  to  age.  But  Italy  is  considering  providing  it  only  to  under-55s.  This                 
vaccine  is  slightly  less  effective  than  Pfizer/BioNTech  and  Moderna:  70%  versus  95%  and  94%                
respectively.  It  is  tricky  to  make  a  recommendation  differentiated  by  vaccines  and  the  public                
might  think  that  if  it  is  denied  to  some,  it  is  because  this  vaccine  is  bad  or  even  dangerous.  A                      
professor  said  the  development  of  blood  clots  in  people  who  had  been  given  the  vaccine  raised                  
fresh  questions  over  whether  young  people  should  be  given  this  vaccine.  Apparently  that  risk  is                 
age,  it  may  also  be  due  to  gender.  30  cases  of  rare  blood  clot  events  appeared,  with  7  deaths                     
out  of  18.1  million  doses  of  the  AstraZeneca  administered  up  to  and  including  March  24th  in  the                   
UK.  European  countries  reviewed  their  roll-out  of  the  vaccine.  The  Netherlands  followed              
Germany  in  becoming  the  latest  country  to  suspend  AstraZeneca  for  people  aged  under  60  due                 
to    fears   of   a   link   with   rare   blood   clots.   

https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/24/you-can-now-buy-a-tesla-car-with-cryptocurrency-bitcoin-says-elon-musk-14296906/
https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/24/you-can-now-buy-a-tesla-car-with-cryptocurrency-bitcoin-says-elon-musk-14296906/
https://twitter.com/Elonmusk
https://www.tesla.com/fr_fr/models


  
Prince   Harry   arrived   in   the   Silicon   Valley.   

  
Written   by    Quentin   Queudeville     
  On   23/03/2021     
  
  

While   the   drama   that   affected   the   royal   family   and    the   Duke   of   Sussex    is   coming   to   and   end,   
new   information   has   just   arrived.   Indeed,   Meghan   Markle’s   husband   has   found   a   job   in   a   
start-up   of   the    Silicon   Valley ,   the   high-tech   place   which   is   situated   in   the   South-part   of   
California.   
  

If   you   remember,   this   place   which's   near   the   Stanford   University   
and    possesses   a   lot   of   quantity   of   silicon   (a   mineral   whic   is   
good   for   the   human   and   for   the   development   of   technologies   
too)   have   seen   a   lot   of   discoveries:   from   the   start   of   the   
communication,   through   the   development   of   the   audio   to   the   
creation   of   a   lot   of   centers   which   are   specialized   in   electronics   
and   a   lot   of   research   in   electronics   can   be   found   here,   like   the   smartphone   for   example.   
  
  

Now   that   part    you   know   better   about   the   Silicon   Valley,   let’s   explain   the   subject   of   the   article:   
Queen   Elisabeth   II   ‘s   grand   child   has   effectively   been   admitted   to   a   start-up   named    Better-up   
as   a   member   of   the   team,   and   more   precisely   as   one   of   the   “chief   impact   officers”   of   the   
establishment.   He   has   to   participate   to   meetings,   take   part   in   events   and   so   on.   In   fact,   
Better-up   is   a   start-up   which   works   on   the   good   physical    life-style   and   other   good   things    like   
the   fate   of   the   environment.   Here   are   the   firm’s   aims    which   are   appreciated   by   the   Prince   and   
which   influenced   him   to   join   the   start-up.   Harry   didn’t   have   this   idea    himself   but   it’s   a   friend   of   
the   couple   who   suggested   it   to   him.   To   describe   the   Prince’s   wish,   he   said   to   the   Wall   Street   
journal   the   reason    why   he   joined   the   company.   He    has   
declared   that   he   wanted   to   “ create   an   impact   on   the     people's   
lives ”.   Also,   on   the   web   site   of   the   start-up,   there   is   a   description   
of   the   team   on   Harry.   
  
  
  

We   haven’t   more   information   about   his   wage,   but   we   are   sure   of   one   thing,   we   hope   it   brings   
him   a   good   perspective   for   his   future,   both   personally   and   professionally.   
  

It   was   the   news   of   the   redaction,   so   good   morning,   evening   or   night   and   don’t   forget,   stay   
connected.     
  

Sources   used   for   the   article:   
*   
https://www.bfmtv.com/people/le-prince-harry-decroche-un-job-a-la-silicon-valley_AN-2021032 
30357.html     
*   
https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/23/prince-harry-lands-new-job-in-silicon-valley-after-royal-family-e 
xit-14291802/   
*   
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley#:~:text=Le%20nom%20de%20%C2%AB%20Silicon 
%20Valley,surtout%20pour%20ses%20nombreux%20vergers .     

https://www.bfmtv.com/people/le-prince-harry-decroche-un-job-a-la-silicon-valley_AN-202103230357.html
https://www.bfmtv.com/people/le-prince-harry-decroche-un-job-a-la-silicon-valley_AN-202103230357.html
https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/23/prince-harry-lands-new-job-in-silicon-valley-after-royal-family-exit-14291802/
https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/23/prince-harry-lands-new-job-in-silicon-valley-after-royal-family-exit-14291802/
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley#:~:text=Le%20nom%20de%20%C2%AB%20Silicon%20Valley,surtout%20pour%20ses%20nombreux%20vergers
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley#:~:text=Le%20nom%20de%20%C2%AB%20Silicon%20Valley,surtout%20pour%20ses%20nombreux%20vergers


More   than   30   millions    
B rits      
receive   the   first   Covid      
vaccine     
Article   by   Guillaume   Dal   Maso     

Since   yesterday   more   than   30,151,287     
persons   received   the   first   vaccine   dose,     
more   than   3million   people   got   the   second   dose.     
30   millions   !   That   means   more   than   45%   percent   of   
the   Great    Britain’s   population   got   the   first   vaccine   
and   5%   got   the   second,   the   journalist   Hugo   Gye   
tweeted   the   vaccine   stats   before   that   was   
confirmed.     

  
On   Saturday,   

650,000     
doses   
were   

given.     
  
  

  
The   country   tries   to   prioritise   to   inject   the   second   
dose   to   make   sure   the   people   get   their   second   jab   
within   the    12   weeks   after   the   first.   The   vaccine   
campaign    continues   to   progress,   the   UK’s   
government   hopes   to   vaccinate   all   the    persons   
aged   of   more   than   50   in   the   middle   of   April   and   all   
the   adults   at   the   end   of   July.     

  
Sources   :     
https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/28/more-than-30000000-brits-receive-first-covid-vaccine-1431 
8782/   



The   Queen's   Birthday   Parade    'Trooping   the   
Colour'   cancelled   for    the   second   year    

Due   to   the   Covid-19   pandemic,   Queen   Elizabeth’s   birthday   
parade    "Trooping   the   colour"   is   cancelled   for   the   second   

year !     

  
Saturday   20   march     
Queen   Elizabeth   II     

(source :   photo   de   la   Voix   Du   Nord)     

Queen   Elizabeth   II   will   not   celebrate   her   
birthday   the   same   way   has   before   with   
the   traditional   royal   gun   salute.     

Instead,   this   celebreation   will   be   organized   
at   the   Windsor   Castle,   in   the   same   way   as   
last   year’s   celebration   where   the   Palace   had   
planned   that   the   celebration   of   the   Queen’s   
94th   birthday   will   happen   through   social   
media   with   all   video   and   phone   calls   of   the   
Royal   familly   remaning   private   according   to   
sources.     

The   decision     
Her   majesty,   94,   cancelled   the   event   due   to   
the   infamous   Covid-19   pandemic,   she   stated   
that   it   will   be   inappropriate.     
She   was   orginally   planning   to   do   a   large   
celebration   to   mark   her   official   brithday   
in   London   on   June   12th.   There   will   be   no  
salvation   from   the   traditional   balcony.     

The   origins     
In   the   'Trooping   the   Colour   tradition   the   
Queen   reviews   her   own   army   during   
the   miltary   parade   which   often   moves   
from   Buckingham   Palace   down   the   Mall   
to     Horse   Guard's   Parade.     

  
The   tradition    began   in   1748   by   king   
George   II.   Usually,   members   of   the   
royal   family   participate.   1400   soldiers,   
200   horses   and   400    musicians   on  
parade   and   there   is   also    aerial   parade.     

So…     
The   Queen   will   stay   safe   with   her   
husband   Prince   Philip   at   the   Windsor   
Castle.   It   is   a   shame   because   this   tradition   
brings   the   whole   population   together   to   
celebrate   this   happy   event.     

  
Queen   Elizabeth   II   and   Prince   Philip     

(source :   photo   Paris   Match)     

Mabire   Jules     
Sources  :https://metro.co.uk/2021/03/19/queens-trooping-the-colour   
birthday-parade-cancelled-for-second-year-14274493/   
http://francebleu.fr/infos/international/la-reine-d-angleterre-elizabeth-ii   
va-souffler-ses-94-bougies-confinee-1587443027     
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/18/uk/queen-elizabeth-cancels   
birthday-coronavirus-trnd/index.html   


